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Abstract

The temporal variability in deep water properties and composition in both Faroe-Shetland and
Faroe Bank Channel were examined in June 2002, July 2009, and April 2015. Differences in the
water column structure and property were observed between the two locations, influenced by
difference in Atlantic inflows and by mixing processes along the channels. However, the source
waters MNAW, MEIW, ISAIW, and NSDW described the deep water well at both sites at the
three specified times. The seasonal shift between summer 2002/2009 and spring 2015 was traced
in the surface layer of the water column. From available observations, the deep water in the
channels experienced an increase in salinity between 2002 and 2015. The Faroe Bank warmed
especially in the lightest part of the deep water in 2015 due to increased Atlantic influence at
this location. Enhanced oxygen values in 2015 together with a minimal fraction of ISAIW found
in the deep water composition indicate the presence of a different source and an interchanging
water supply to the channels. Source water fractions reveal no temporal variations.
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Chapter 1

Background

1.1 Motivation

The North Atlantic Current is an extension of the Gulf Stream and carries warm surface water
from equatorial latitudes towards polar latitudes. As the atmospheric temperature drops towards
polar latitudes, the heat within the water is released. The result is a mild climate in a region
otherwise influenced by the Arctic. As the flow loses heat its density increases, while local
processes and mixing further alter the water properties. The previously warm surface water is
transformed into denser water. Thus, the subpolar and polar regions are domains of dense water
formation. After the transformation, the now deep flow returns towards equatorial latitudes. Its
pathway takes it through the Nordic Seas; the collective term for the Greenland, Iceland, and
Norwegian Seas [Hurdle, 1986]. Separating the Nordic Seas and the North Atlantic Ocean is
the Greenland-Scotland Ridge, which primarily allows dense water exchange between the areas
through two gaps; the Denmark Strait and the Faroese Channels. Upon exit, the deep flow
becomes part of the bottom current in the North Atlantic Ocean [Dickson and Brown, 1994].
This deep conversion of the previous surface flow is an important part of the Atlantic meridional
overturning circulation (AMOC), one of the global ocean’s circulation cells [Wunsch, 2002].

Oceanic temperatures are presently increasing, correlated to a warming atmosphere. En-
hanced temperatures could lead to an increased volume of fresh water in the Arctic, due to less
sea ice formation and increased supply from river outlets [Aagaard and Carmack, 1989]. Re-
duced salinities in the surface would strengthen the stratification of the water layers, inhibiting
formation of dense water. What will the effect be on the AMOC? Kuhlbrodt et al. (2017) the-
orize a temporarily halt or a possible switch to another stable circulation scheme, while Caesar
et al. (2018) discuss a weakening in the AMOC. According to Curry and Mauritzen (2005),
an eventual shutoff by weakening is estimated to take almost two centuries, unless substantial
freshwater is injected. The AMOC influence the air-sea heat exchange and water column strat-
ification by transporting warm surface water toward polar latitudes, contribute to storage of
atmospheric gases such as carbon dioxide upon deep water formation, and distribution of water
masses [Kuhlbrodt et al., 2007]. Thus, any variations in this circulation system will have global
ramifications and monitoring of the AMOC is without a doubt of great concern.

The Nordic Seas are home to a variety of waters which are influenced by local processes,
atmospheric forcing, region-wide circulation, and inflows of both Atlantic and Arctic waters.
Some of these waters have the characteristics to supply the deep branch of AMOC, but which ones
depends on the variation of the previous influential processes. To measure and establish variations
in the effect of these processes would be demanding. Fortunately, all water contributing to the
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bottom current in the North Atlantic Ocean have to cross the Greenland-Scotland Ridge. One of
the two sites which enables deep water exchange is the Faroese Channels. Examining the water
flowing through here, variation in properties and composition would indicate changes in water
formation in the Nordic Seas and possibly reveal which processes could influence the AMOC.
This thesis proceeds with a short introduction to the Nordic Seas and its characteristics, before
investigating potential variation in water properties and composition in the Faroese Channels.

1.2 Bathymetry

The Nordic Seas are separated from the Arctic Ocean by the 2600m deep Fram Strait between
Greenland and Spitsbergen together with the shallow entrance to the Barents Sea between Spits-
bergen and northern Norway. The Nordic Seas are further bounded by Greenland to the west
and Norway to the east and isolated from the North Atlantic Ocean by the Greenland-Scotland
Ridge to the south. The transfer of water between the Nordic Seas and the North Atlantic Ocean
is greatly limited by the Greenland-Scotland Ridge, which has a mean depth of 500m [Hansen
et al., 2001]. It consists of three distinct regions which are, from west to east; the 600m deep
Denmark Strait located between Greenland and Iceland, the 500m deep Iceland-Faroe Ridge,
and the Faroese Channels southwest of the Faroe Islands [Wilkenskjeld and Quadfasel, 2005].

The Nordic Seas have a total volume of approximately 5.25*106km3, or about 0.33% of the
volume of the global ocean [Aagaard et al., 1985]. It has a prominent bathymetric feature: a
north-south oriented mid-ocean ridge, which divides the Nordic Seas into a warm Atlantic eastern
side, an Arctic domain in the middle, and a cold Polar western side. The areas are given their
names according to the water that exert the greatest influence in that region. At the latitude
of Jan Mayen, the Jan Mayen Fracture Zone cuts through the mid-ocean ridge in an east-west
direction and acts to separate the Greenland and Iceland Seas on its western side.

The Greenland Sea is about 3700m deep and located south of the Fram Strait. It is enclosed
by the continental shelf of Greenland to the west, the mid-ocean ridge to the east, and the Jan
Mayen Fracture Zone to the south. Equatorwards lies the close to 2200m deep Iceland Sea,
bounded by the Icelandic continental shelf and the Denmark Strait to the south, the continental
shelf of Greenland to the west, the Jan Mayen Fracture Zone to the north, and partly the mid-
ocean ridge to the east. The Norwegian Sea is found east of the mid-ocean ridge and is defined
by the Norwegian continental shelf to the east, the Greenland-Scotland Ridge to the south, the
mid-ocean ridge to the west, and the entrance to the Barents Sea to the north. It is the deepest
and largest area in the Nordic Seas, exceeding 3700m depth. The Norwegian Sea consists of two
basins: the Norwegian Basin in the south and the Lofoten Basin in the north. Connected to the
Norwegian Basin are the Faroese Channels, a channel network between the Faroe Islands and
Shetland. The network consists of three distinguishable areas: the Faroe-Shetland Channel, the
Wyville-Thomson Basin, and the Faroe-Bank Channel. The 1500-2000m deep Faroe-Shetland
Channel east of the Faroe Islands connects to the Wyville-Thomson Basin, with the 450m deep
Wyville-Thomson Ridge. Onward is the location of the Faroe-Bank Channel with a 850m deep
sill, which leads to the North Atlantic Ocean.

1.3 Circulation

The deep circulation in the Nordic Seas is primarily dictated by the bathymetry, while the surface
circulation is influenced by a warm poleward Atlantic inflow mainly on the eastern side of the
region and a cold southward flow on the western side. The Atlantic water invades over the
Greenland-Scotland Ridge, through the Denmark Strait, the Faroese Channels, and across the
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Iceland-Faore Ridge. This water flows northwards following the Norwegian coast, where it is
referred to as the Norwegian Atlantic Current. It carries much heat and salt from the North
Atlantic to higher latitudes, and by providing salt acts as a density supplicant. Some of the
water recirculates in the Norwegian Sea, while the rest is transported further north where the
current splits. One branch enters the shallow Barents Sea on its way to the Arctic Ocean, while
the other travels along the western slope of Spitsbergen as the West Spitsbergen Current. At
the Fram Strait the Atlantic water either enters the Arctic Ocean or recirculates.

Transformed Atlantic water exits the Arctic Ocean through the deep Fram Strait, which is
the only site enabling transfer of dense water between the Nordic Seas and the Arctic Ocean. To-
gether with recirculating water off of the West Spitsbergen Current, this water flows southwards
along the coast of Greenland as the East Greenland Current (EGC). The EGC is an important
distributor of deep water in the Nordic Seas. At the Jan Mayen Fracture Zone, a branch splits
off from the current and transports water masses into the Greenland Sea and is referred to as the
Jan Mayen Current. Another branch is the East Icelandicic Current (EIC), found further south
where it travels east along the North Icelandic slope and into the Norwegian Basin, supplying
both the Iceland and Norwegian Seas [Macrander et al., 2014]. The remaining flow in the EGC
travels toward the Denmark Strait to exit the Nordic Seas. A portion of the flow is too deep and
forced southeast to escape through the deeper Faroese Channels [Macrander et al., 2014].

According to Wilkenskjeld and Quadfasel (2005), the water column in the Faroese Channels
may be illustrated by a two-layered flow pattern: an inflow into the Norwegian Sea in the upper
layer and an outflow into the North Atlantic Ocean in the lower layer. The Faroese outflow
will henceforth refer to the deep water escaping through the channel network into the North
Atlantic Ocean, where it contributes to the deep branch of the AMOC. These dense waters that
manage to spill over the Greenland-Scotland Ridge are called overflows. The volume transport
of these overflows are 3.2Sv (1Sv=106m3s−1) through the Denmark Strait, 1.9Sv through the
Faroe Bank Channel, and approximately 1Sv over the Iceland-Faroe Ridge [Macrander et al.,
2005; Jochumsen et al., 2017]. While the Denmark Strait transports most of the total overflow,
the deeper Faroe Bank Channel is the primary passage for water from the Norwegian Sea to
escape into the North Atlantic Ocean [Hansen and Østerhus, 2000].

The Nordic Seas is a region of both formation and modification of water, with multiple pro-
cesses resulting in production of dense water. The traditional mechanism is the steady densifica-
tion due to the surface water losing heat to the colder atmosphere at higher latitudes [Mauritzen,
1996]. As the temperature of the water decreases, the density increases and forces the water to
sink to a depth where the surrounding water is of equal density [Østerhus et al., 2001]. This
process is important regarding the inflowing warm Atlantic water as it circulates the Nordic Seas.
Another dominant mechanism, especially considering the Iceland and Greenland Seas, is open-
ocean convection [Rudels et al., 2005]. Open-ocean convection is a process in which the large
bodies of water are transformed by periodic vertical mixing. A weakly stratified water column
subjected to sufficient heat loss during winter causes density increase, with resulting dense water
sinking [Marshall and Schott, 1999]. This process forms dense and nearly homogeneous water,
where the intensity and duration of heat loss influences the convection depth and volume. A
third mechanism for producing dense water is the haline convection: the injection of brine to the
surface waters during ice formation. During the production of sea ice, salt is rejected from the
freezing water and added to the surface waters. This raises the salinity of the surface waters,
thus enhancing their density and forces the water to sink.
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1.4 Water masses

A water mass is a parcel of water with properties determined by its origin and residence in
the world ocean [Tomczak, 1999]. Due to circulation and mixing, any body of water may com-
prise various distinct water masses. To distinguish between the individual water masses we first
made use of the hydrographical characteristics temperature, salinity, and density. Utilising a
TS-diagram introduced by Helland-Hansen (1916), the mixing between water masses may be
identified by the end points of mixing lines. Unfortunately, this method is limited to a composi-
tion of at most three water masses. However, Stefánsson (1968) established the use of chemical
parameters such as nutrients and oxygen. Other chemical parameters include tracers such as
chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), which are gases released into the atmosphere during the 20th cen-
tury [Walker et al., 2000]. Combining hydrographical and chemical parameters enabled a more
detailed definition of the individual water masses and thus more ways to tell them apart.

The water in the Greenland Sea is affected by recirculating Atlantic water off of the West
Spistbergen Current and invading waters from the Arctic Ocean, brought along with the East
Greenland Current. Advection of Atlantic water has been especially important in this region,
as it introduces surface waters with high salinities which are favourable for winter convection
[Karstensen et al., 2005]. Through this process, the Greenland Sea used to be the an impor-
tant producer of deep water in the Nordic Seas. However, tracer measurements imply that the
deepest water has not been ventilated since the late 1970s [Karstensen et al., 2005]. Convec-
tion has instead been restricted to shallower depths (¡2000m), producing Greenland Sea Arctic
Intermediate Water (GSAIW) with characteristics depending on the intensity and duration of
winter. The GSAIW is distinguished as a cold and dense intermediate water mass, with high
oxygen content. I define it within the density interval (28.04≤σθ≤28.06kgm−3). The Greenland
Sea Deep Water (GSDW) is a product of previous strong convection with admixture of invad-
ing Arctic deep waters. It is in this study characterized by temperatures below θ=-1.07◦C and
salinities S≥34.9.

The intermediate water in the Iceland Sea is also formed by local wintertime convection and
by mixing with advected water masses [Rudels et al., 2002]. This Iceland Sea Arctic Interme-
diate Water (ISAIW) is here identified as water colder than θ=0◦C and in the density interval
27.97≤σθ≤28.01kgm-3, with high oxygen content due to recent ventilation. The densest frac-
tions of ISAIW in the Iceland Sea are produced on the northern rim of the gyre. There they are
influenced by sea ice, enhanced atmospheric forcing, and an Atlantic inflow from the Norwegian
Sea [Swift and Aagaard, 1981; V̊age et al., 2015]. The deep water in the Iceland Sea was previ-
ously presumed to be the same or comparable to deep water found in the Norwegian Sea [Buch
et al., 1996]. However, the Iceland Sea is influenced by the Arctic through the East Greenland
Current, which provides saline waters. Therefore, observations of marginally higher salinities
in addition to greater values of CFCs brought Fogelquist et al. (2003) to separate the Iceland
Sea Deep Water (ISDW) and the NSDW. In this case, the ISDW is distinguished as water with
temperatures θ≤-0.85◦C and salinities S≥34.9. Another water mass originating from this region
is the Modified East Icelandic Water (MEIW), which is formed on the North Icelandic Shelf
during winter convection [Stefansson, 1962]. This water is defined by the intervals 1≤θ≤3◦C and
34.7≤S≤34.9 [Fogelqvist et al., 2003].

Warm Atlantic water enters the surface layers of the Norwegian Sea from the south. This
water acts as a lid on the water column, preventing deep water production in this area. The
intermediate and deep waters in the Norwegian Sea are therefore primarily influenced by water
invading from neighbouring regions. Intermediate waters from the Iceland and Greenland Seas
reach the Norwegian Sea by isopycnal spreading [Blindheim and Rey, 2004], flowing along lines
of constant density. These waters form a layer of Norwegian Sea Arctic Intermediate Water
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(NSAIW) beneath the warm Atlantic surface water [Blindheim, 1990]. The NSAIW is charac-
terized as the salinity minimum layer within the Norwegian Sea (34.87≤S≤34.90) and is here
restricted to the density layer 28.00≤σθ≤28.04kgm−3. Aagaard et al. (1985) together with Swift
and Koltermann (1988) established that the deeper part of the Norwegian Sea is a mixture of
about equal portions of deep water from the Greenland Sea and Arctic Ocean. This Norwegian
Sea Deep Water (NSDW) is in this case defined as water colder than θ=-0.9◦C and with salinities
centered around S=34.91.

Part of the North Atlantic Current invades the Nordic Seas across the Iceland-Faroe Ridge,
close to the Faroese Channels. It is here named Modified North Atlantic Water (MNAW) and
describes a water mass within the intervals 35.1≤S≤35.3 and 7≤θ≤8.5◦C [Hansen and Østerhus,
2000].

The deep outflow in the Faroese Channels is classically thought to be composed of NSDW,
NSAIW, and MNAW [Borenäs and Lundberg, 1988; Turrell et al., 1999; Fogelqvist et al., 2003].
Previous studies have also mentioned MEIW [Borenäs and Lundberg, 1988; Hansen and Østerhus,
2000], which is brought along with the East Icelandic Current to the mouth of the Faroese Chan-
nels. Eldevik et al. (2009) proved that the outflow is also influenced by water passing through
the Jan Mayen Channel, which connects the Greenland Sea and Norwegian Sea. Therefore water
from any region in the Nordic Seas may influence the deep outflow in the Faroese Channels.
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Chapter 2

Data and methods

2.1 Data

The data used in this thesis was obtained from the Global Ocean Data Analysis Project version
2 (GLODAPv2) data product, which consists of hydrochemical data from the Atlantic, Pacific,
Southern, and Arctic Oceans (http://www.glodap.info) [Olsen et al., 2016]. The parameters
extracted for use were potential temperature (θ), salinity (S), potential density (σθ), dissolved
oxygen, the nutrients nitrate, silicate, and phosphate, and the chlorofluorocarbon CFC-12. These
parameters have undergone comprehensive control of quality, leading to the accuracy of the
individual parameters to be within 0.005 in salinity, 1% in oxygen, 2% for the nutrients, and 5%
for the CFC-12. Data covering the Nordic Seas was evaluated for the time period 1982-2009. In
addition, observational data from 2015 (with the EXPOCODE 58GS20150410) in the Faroese
Channels was collected during the SNACS project, which was financed by the Research Council
of Norway. These measurements have not undergone the same excessive quality control as the
GLODAPv2 data.

2.2 Source regions

To determine the composition of the outflow through the Faroese Channels, source water regions
must be defined. A source region is the location where a water mass is formed and obtains
its specific properties [Tomczak, 1999]. The regions were selected on the assumption that their
water masses could influence water in the Faroese Channels. The Faroese Channels are directly
connected to the Norwegian Sea, which receive waters from both the Greenland and Iceland
Seas. The East Icelandic Current transports water formed at the Icelandic shelf to the entrance
of the Faorese Channels. Atlantic water invading over the Iceland-Faroe Ridge is also brought
along with the flow to the mouth of the channel network. A box for each source region were
located with centres at 67◦N3◦W for the Norwegian Sea, at 70◦N14◦W for the Iceland Sea,
at 74.5◦N4◦W for the Greenland Sea, at 63◦N8◦W for the East Icelandic Current, and for the
Iceland-Faroe Ridge at 63◦N10◦W (Fig.2.1). The source region for the Norwegian Sea was
located in the Norwegian Basin, as this area is in direct contact with the Faroese Channels.
The box in the Iceland Sea includes the northern border of the basin, where the densest and
deepest convection takes place [V̊age et al., 2015]. The source region on the Iceland-Faroe Ridge
overlaps with the East Icelandic Current, but data from different years are examined in the two
respective boxes. The observational data available from the Faroese Channels were split into two
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regions; the Faroe-Shetland Channel with a centre at 60.5◦N5◦W and the Faroe Bank Channel
at 61.5◦N8.5◦W.

Figure 2.1: Map of the Nordic Seas with indicated source regions for the Greenland Sea (GS),
Iceland Sea (IS), Norwegian Basin (NB), the Iceland-Faroe Ridge (IFR), and cross-section of the
East Icelandic Current (EIC). The Faroe-Shetland Channel (FS) and the Faroe Bank Channel
(FB) are also indicated.

Not all data within each source region was included in the analysis. There was only data avail-
able in the Faroese Channels during specific years (Fig.2.2). The first year with measurements
taken in both the Faroe-Shetland and Faroe Bank Channel was 1997, which did not contain data
of silicate. The next year with data was 2001, which omitted all nutrients. In 2002, there was
observational data in both channels and corresponding measurements taken in the established
source regions except for the East Icelandic Current (not shown). The East Icelandic Current
region only contained data from 1992 and 1994, with no corresponding data in the Faroese Chan-
nels. There were no observations in the Norwegian Sea after 2002 included in GLODAPv2, while
the Faroese Channels had data from both 2009 and 2015.
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Figure 2.2: Annual and seasonal distribution of available data in the source regions, as well as
the Faroese Channels.

2.3 Source waters

A water composition is a mixture of different water masses, for which a set of pure water masses
must have been present before the mixing occurred. These water masses are referred to as source
waters and reflects the properties of a water mass as it was formed in its source region, or in
its pure form. From each source region either one or two source waters were defined. This
was achieved by plotting the hydrochemical water properties against either depth or salinity, to
inspect the structure of the water column as well as the correlation between the parameters. With
available measurements in nearly all source regions in June 2002, source water descriptions were
extracted from observational data at this specific time. Following the definition by Fogelqvist
et al. (2003), the other water properties of MEIW were derived from July 1994. The detailed
definitions of the source water masses which are to be used to determine the Faroese outflow
composition are listed in Table 2.1, together with their standard deviation. The highest standard
deviations are for the surface and intermediate waters while the lowest values are for the deep
water, which is reasonable. Surface and intermediate waters are sensitive to atmospheric forcing
and seasonal variation, while the more isolated deep waters conserve their properties.

The number of stations in source regions with measurements that fall within the respective source
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Source
waters

θ (◦C) Salinity σθ Oxygen
(µmolkg−1)

Nitrate
(µmolkg−1)

Phosphate
(µmolkg−1)

Silicate
(µmolkg−1)

MNAW 8.35
±0.02

35.27
±0.01

27.434
±0.023

271±1 13.2±0.4 0.8±0.0 5.4±0.4

MEIW 1.78
±0.81

34.81
±0.01

27.840
±0.052

311±4 13.1±0.1 1.0±0.0 6.5±0.2

ISAIW -0.49
±0.33

34.83
±0.02

27.994
±0.011

339±7 12.2±0.5 0.8±0.0 5.1±0.1

NSAIW -0.17
±0.27

34.89
±0.00

28.026
±0.014

305±1 14.1±0.2 0.9±0.0 7.3±0.5

GSAIW -0.85
±0.10

34.89
±0.00

28.054
±0.005

330±3 13.0±0.3 0.9±0.0 6.8±0.4

ISDW -0.89
±0.02

34.91
±0.00

28.074
±0.002

294±2 15.5±0.4 1.1±0.0 12.7±1.2

NSDW -0.98
±0.03

34.91
±0.00

28.080
±0.002

297±0 15.3±0.1 1.0±0.0 12.6±0.7

GSDW -1.10
±0.01

34.91
±0.00

28.081
±0.001

303±0 14.9±0.1 1.0±0.0 12.1±0.2

Table 2.1: Source water masses with parameter mean and standard deviation values extracted
from observational data in June 2002 to be used for OMP analyses.

water definitions are shown in Table 2.2. Note the low amount of available data which has been
used to define MEIW.

Source waters MNAW MEIW ISAIW NSAIW GSAIW ISDW NSDW GSDW

Number of
stations

7 2 29 20 78 34 44 21

Table 2.2: Number of stations with data used to extract the respective source water definitions
in June 2002.

2.4 OMP analysis

Tomczak (1981) enabled the determination of several water masses in a composition by using
hydrochemical parameters for a more detailed definition of source waters. This was taken even
further by Mackas et al. (1987), and the end product provided by Tomczak and Large (1989)
was named the optimum multiparameter (OMP) analysis. This method identifies the individual
water masses mixed in a water sample composition, in addition to determining the contribution
of each water mass to the composition.

The classical OMP analysis assumes quasi-conservation of parameters; the properties of water
masses are only influenced through mixing. If a parameter is considered conserved, it has no
sources or sinks. Thus, the conservation of mass also holds. This makes it possible to establish
the composition of a water sample through solving a linear set of equations [Tomczak and Large,
1989]. By defining the hydrochemical parameters of the source waters, the linear set of equations
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used to resolve the water composition are established. By including an equation for conservation
of mass, the system becomes over-determined. These equations make up the source water matrix
G. The number of columns in the source matrix G is equivalent to the number of hydrochemical
parameters used to define the different source waters, while the number of source waters included
in the analysis is given by the rows. The system of linear equations may in short be written as

Gx− d = R (2.1)

where G is the source water matrix, x is a vector yielding the water sample composition, d is a
vector composed of the observational data, while the vector R contains the residuals. In full, the
set of equations Gx-d=R is written:

x1T1 + x2T2 + x3T3 + x4T4 = Tobs +RT (2.2)

x1S1 + x2S2 + x3S3 + x4S4 = Sobs +RS (2.3)

x1O2,1 + x2O2,2 + x3O2,3 + x4O2,4 = O2,obs +RO2
(2.4)

x1PO4,1 + x2PO4,2 + x3PO4,3 + x4PO4,4 = PO4,obs +RPO4
(2.5)

x1NO3,1 + x2NO3,2 + x3NO3,3 + x4NO3,4 = NO3,obs +RNO3
(2.6)

x1SiO4,1 + x2SiO4,2 + x3SiO4,3 + x4SiO4,4 = SiO4,obs +RSiO4
(2.7)

x1 + x2 + x3 + x4 = 1 +RΣ (2.8)

where Ti, Si, O2,i, PO4,i, NO3,i, and SiO4,i represent the predefined parameters temperature,
salinity, oxygen, phosphate, nitrate, and silicate of the denoted i water type, respectively. Tobs,
Sobs, O2,obs, PO4,obs, NO3,obs, and SiO4,obs stand for the observed values in a given water sample
while R represents the residual of each parameter. The last row (Eq.2.8) is the equation for
conservation of mass; the sum of all source water fractions should equal unity. All source water
fractions in the OMP analysis are restricted to be non-negative, but this enables the sum of
source water fractions to exceed unity which is not preferred. By varying the composition of
source waters, the OMP analysis seeks a solution with minimal residuals.

The source water parameters are not inevitably of equal importance for the OMP analysis due
to accuracy of measurement and environmental variability. Adopting the method by Tomczak
and Large (1989), all parameters are given a weight using the equation:

Wj =
σ2
j

δj,max
(2.9)

where σj is an indication of how well parameter j explains the variability in water mass, and
δj max is parameter j ’s maximum variance [Leffanue and Tomczak, 2004]. In other words, a
respective parameter’s weight is calculated by dividing each parameter variance in the source
water matrix G by the maximum variance in the source water region [Tanhua et al., 2005]. The
standard deviation given in Table 1 is squared to find the respective parameter’s variance.

The specific weight of each individual parameter represents its reliability, and parameters
assigned high weights are expected to have the greatest influence on determining the source
waters in the composition. However, weights for mass cannot be estimated this way and these
are usually weighted equal to the highest weight found for the other parameters. Generally, the
highest weights are assigned to salinity and temperature as they are considered most accurate.
They are also more conserved, whereas biogeochemical parameters are influenced by biological
activity. The weights used in this analysis are given in the Table 2.3, with the mass conservation
weighted equal to the potential temperature.
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Parameter Weights
θ 29
Salinity 4
Oxygen 1
Nitrate 1
Phosphate 6
Silicate 2

Table 2.3: Weights of the different hydrochemical parameters used to describe source waters,
which are to be used in the OMP analysis.

Another version of the OMP analysis addresses the issue that not all parameters necessarily is
conserved, where nutrients and oxygen may be influenced by biogeochemical processes. This is
achieved by including a relation defined by Redfield et al. (1963), known as the Redfield ratio.
It is a relation between dissolved organic carbon, nitrogen, phosphorus, silicate and dissolved
oxygen, based on the biological cycle of plankton. This analysis version is therefore referred to
as the extended OMP analysis [Karstensen and Tomczak, 1998]. When incorporating waters
from distant source regions, a quasi-conservation of the biochemical parameters may no longer
be considered. As an example, the source waters MNAW, GSAIW, and GSDW were analysed
using both classical and an extended OMPanalyses (Fig.2.3). The mass conservation residuals
have a clear structure in the extended version, with near zero residuals for dense waters and
increasing values for lighter waters. The classical version provides a more chaotic arrangement,
with no part of the water column being well described. Since the extended analysis works better
for the dense portion of the density interval, this will be the version employed in this thesis.

Figure 2.3: Mass conservation residual of fit vs. density of a) classical and b) extended OMP
analyses of overflow water (σθ≥27.8kgm−3) composition in the Faroe-Shetland Channel in June
2002. Source waters MNAW, GSAIW, and GSDW were selected for the analyses.
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Figure 2.4: Mean values of source waters plotted in temperature against salinity and oxygen
against silicate, together with observed data of outflow (σθ≥27.8kgm−3) in the Faroe-Shetland
(a,b) and Faroe Bank Channel (c,d) for the three specific times June 2002 (dark/light blue), July
2009 (light/dark red), and April 2015 (yellow/green).
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Some source waters are crucial to include in the OMP analysis of the Faroese outflow. To
visualize which, the source waters mean values were plotted in the TS-space and oxygen-silicate
parameter space together with the observed data in the Faroese Channels (Fig.2.4). The observed
data extend down to temperatures and salinities of deep source waters; NSDW, ISDW, and
GSDW. It curves up towards MNAW indicating the influence of another source water, else it
would follow a straight mixing line between the Atlantic and deep water. MEIW appears to have
a central position to encircle the observed data together with MNAW and a deep water mass.
Looking at the oxygen-silicate parameter space, the data points bend clearly. Here there are
many choices of source waters that would enclose the observed data points.

Figure 2.5: Mass conservation residual of fit vs. density of a classical OMP analysis of out-
flow (σθ≥27.8kgm−3) composition in the Faroe-Shetland Channel in June 2002. Source waters
MNAW, ISAIW, GSAIW, and NSAIW were selected for the analysis in a) and NSDW, ISAIW,
GSAIW, and NSAIW in b).

Two analyses excluding either all deep water or all Atlantic water were tested to confirm the
argumentation above (Fig.2.5). Plotting the resulting mass conservation residual of fit against
density provides information on what portion of water remains unexplained by the included
source waters. Striving for as little residual as possible, the figure illustrate the necessity of
both a deep and an Atlantic source. In Fig.2.5a the combination NSDW, ISAIW, GSAIW, and
NSAIW excludes any Atlantic source water and produces extremely high residuals for densities
σθ≤28.04kgm−3, with increasing residuals for decreasing densities. This highlights the need for
a light source to be included to resolve all observational data in the analysis. In Fig.2.5b the
deep water source has been omitted in the composition MNAW, ISAIW, GSAIW, and NSAIW.
There are now residuals at high densities with a maximum for σθ=28.07kgm−3, which decreases
towards lighter densities to a minimum at σθ=28.01kgm−3. This maximum is not found in
Fig.2.5a where the deep water mass NSDW is included. A dense water source is thus needed
to describe water exceeding this density. Inspecting the lighter waters above σθ≤28.01kgm−3,
the residuals again increase with decreasing density. This implies that the Atlantic water source
selected for the analysis does not alone describe the lighter portion of the overflow water. Noting
the difference in scale for the mass conservation residual of fit between the two panels, the
residuals forσθ≤28.01kgm−3 are much smaller when MNAW is included. From Fig.2.5 it is clear
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that both an Atlantic and a deep water source need to be included in the analysis of the overflow
water composition in the Faroese Channels.

An extended analysis was performed on water with densities considered deep enough to be
part of the Faroese outflow; densities exceeding (σθ≥27.8kgm−3). I included six parameters
in the analysis (potential temperature, salinity, oxygen, nitrate, phosphate, and silicate), which
together with mass conservation enables five source waters to be resolved at the same time. Every
source water (Table 2.1) was included in the analysis at some point to test different combinations.
With an interest in the latest potential variations in the Faroese outflow, all available data with
values for the six parameters in the Faroese Channels for June 2002, July 2009, and April 2015
were used for the analysis. The source water definitions were kept the same, with characteristics
extracted from source regions in June 2002 and for MEIW in July 1994. The outflow composition
was analysed for both the Faroe-Shetland Channel and the Faroe Bank Channel to investigate
the composition stability within the channel.

A reasonable starting point for the OMP analysis would be to include the water masses most
likely to be found in the Faroese Channels as they are produced in the near vicinity; NSDW,
NSAIW, MEIW, and MNAW. When a satisfactory outflow composition in the Faroese Channels
for June 2002 have been determined, the same source water combination will be used to resolve
the compositions for July 2009 and April 2015. Temporal variations in the outflow will then
be indicated by changes in mass conservation residuals, vertical source water distribution, and
source water fractions. A concern is the effect of seasonal variation on the outflow composition,
introducing uncertainties to the results. Such a variation would most likely be found at the
interface of the outflow, where the it interacts with water masses lying above. By separating the
outflow into three density layers, the differences between the lightest and denser layers may be
examined.

A general overview of the water properties in the Faroese Channels will be presented first, to
gain a better understanding of the dynamics in the channel network. Possible trends in different
hydrochemical parameters will provide further insight of the potential variation in the Faroese
outflow. After establishing the outflow composition, a comparison of the source water fractions
at the three specific times June 2002, July 2009, and April 2015 will indicate any temporal
evolutions in the Faroese outflow.

2.5 Uncertainties in OMP analysis

The errors in the OMP analysis are linked to uncertainties in data measurement, seasonal and
interannual variability, and source water definitions. Since data extracted from GLODAPv2 have
undergone comprehensive quality control, the accuracy of the individual parameters are high and
introduce small uncertainties. On the other hand, data provided by the SNACS project con-
tain higher uncertainties due to less thorough quality control. The definitions of time-dependet
source waters introduce errors, where seasonal and interannual variability contribute. These
uncertainties are considered when assigning parameter weights.

The number of hydrochemical parameters included in the OMP analysis determines how
many water masses which can be resolved. This denies the possibility to include all observed
water masses in the analysis, so only the water masses most likely to be found at the location of
interest should be included. Excluding an influential source water in the analysis would produce
a flawed outflow composition, where the density range of a missing source water is indicated by
mass conservation residuals. These represent the divergence between the calculated and observed
composition [Tanhua et al., 2005]. Since the analysis uses a set of predefined source waters, it
does not take into account any temporal changes in their characteristics. Thus, any high mass
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conservation residuals may serve to identify periods of abnormal source water characteristics,
but does not reveal which changes the source waters have undergone [Leffanue and Tomczak,
2004]. This might call for a redefinition or addition of source waters to composition.

Setting the criteria that mass conservation residuals must not exceed 5% regulates the uncer-
tainties which we allow to be included in the analysis. However, different source water combina-
tions can still produce a solution which satisfies the residual criteria, where some combinations
prove physically unreasonable. An objective examination is needed to determine if the analysis
results are realistic.

Disagreements on the true Redfield ratio also introduce uncertainties when employing an
extended OMP analysis. All results presented in this thesis meet the residual criteria ¡5%, often
with considerably low values.
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Chapter 3

Results

3.1 Water property variations in the Faroese Channels

A general understanding of the Faroese Channels may be achieved by examining the water column
structure and its temporal variation. Here I consider the months of June 2002, July 2009, and
April 2015. The distribution of the temperatures and salinities in the Faroe-Shetland Channel
illustrates a strongly stratified water column with warm, saline water at the surface and cold,
fresh water at the bottom (Fig.3.1). The interface of the deep outflow in the channels is marked
by the σθ=27.8kgm−3 isopycnal, which slopes from the northwest down to the southeast side
of the channel in June 2002 and July 2009. The isopycnals slope due to the shear in the flow
through the channel, with an inflow at the surface and an outflow in the deep interior. This
shear is indicated by the steep temperature and salinity gradients. More horizontal gradients in
2009 result in a less steep isopycnal. The corresponding isopycnal in April 2015 is rather flat.
However, this section is located closer to the mouth of the channel, where the circulation within
the channel is not as pronounced.
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Figure 3.1: Maps showing transects taken in the Faroe-Shetland Channel (a,d,g) together with
vertical sections of water properties with depth in June 2002 (a-c), July 2009 (d-f), and April
2015 (g-i). The white line indicates the σθ=27.8kgm−3 isopycnal, marking the interface of the
outflow water. The endpoints of the sections are indicated by the directions northwest (NW)
and southeast (SE), where the Faroese Islands are located on the northwestern and Shetland on
the southeastern sides.

When comparing the water property profiles of the three time periods the largest discrepancy
is found for April 2015, with both decreased temperatures and salinities above 400m. Surface
temperatures are correlated to seasonality, with decreased temperatures during winter and spring
caused by a larger heat loss to the colder atmosphere. The surface temperatures in April 2015
is therefore naturally lower compared to the summer in 2002 and 2009. The section taken in
April 2015 is in addition taken closer to the mouth of the Faroe-Shetland Channel before much
recirculation within in the channel may take place and it is deeper which enables a larger portion
of dense water to enter. All of these factors may contribute to the differences between the vertical
transects of 2002/2009 and 2015. The water masses above 400m in June 2002 and July 2009
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are similar, with slightly higher values in July 2009. The temperature in the overflow range
vary from -0.5◦C to 4◦C with salinities 34.90-35.05 in all three transects. The σθ=27.8kgm−3

isopycnal in April 2015 is located at about 400m depth, while it is found around 450-700m in
June 2002 and 500-650m in July 2009. While it appears to be a larger volume of deep water
in April 2015, this section is placed closer to the mouth of the channel where little recirculation
has occurred yet. The difference in depth between 2002 and 2009 could indicate a variation in
volume flux.

Inspecting the biogeochemical properties of the water column the maximum amounts of
silicate are found in the outflow, while the values decrease towards the surface of the channel
(Fig.3.2). Water located at 0-200m depth may contain little nutrients due to biological activity,
while deep and old water has had time to accumulate high amounts from sinking particles and
remineralization [Sarmiento, 2013]. This is the case for June 2002 and July 2009. The amount
of silicate in April 2015 at the surface is larger. Nutrient contents are heavily utilized during
the spring bloom primary production, suggesting that the transect in April was taken before
the onset. There was a decrease in the silicate content of the outflow between June 2002 and
July 2009, but the transect in 2009 is shallower which would inhibit the presence of denser water
with high silicate content. Values in April 2015 are similar to June 2002. The amount of oxygen
increases with depth, with a core of minimum values at 100m depth on the southeastern slope
for both June 2002 and July 2009. The solubility of oxygen in water is mainly controlled by
the temperature of the water, where high temperatures correspond to low oxygen content. High
temperatures are found at the southeastern slope for both 2002 and 2009. The amount of oxygen
in the channel in April 2015 is considerable, correlating to the general low temperatures of the
water column. There is a layer with exceptionally high CFC-12 content at 400-600m depth during
this time period, with decreasing values below. Due to increasing atmospheric CFC-12 content
until around year 2000, the ocean content of CFC-12 is still equilibrating with the air. A recently
ventilated water mass would be in balance with the atmospheric CFC-12, while a water mass
which has not been at the surface for some time would be undersaturated and increase its content
upon contact with the atmosphere. The minimum amounts of CFC-12 are found at the bottom
for June 2002 and July 2009, where there is deep water which has not been recently ventilated.
Fogelqvist et al. (2003) estimated that NSDW was last in contact with the atmosphere 30 years
ago, while ISDW came close behind with an age of about 25 years. Maximums are found on
the northwestern slope at 400m and 600m depth for 2002 and 2009, respectively. The CFC-12
content in April 2015 is high.
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Figure 3.2: Vertical sections of water properties in the Faroe-Shetland Channel in June 2002 (a-
c), July 2009 (d-f), and April 2015 (g-i). The white line indicates the σθ=27.8kgm−3 isopycnal,
marking the interface of the outflow water. The endpoints of the sections are indicated by the
directions northwest (NW) and southeast (SE), where the Faroese Islands are located on the
northwestern and Shetland on the southeastern sides.

The Faroe Bank Channel is shallower than the Faroe-Shetland Channel, thus the stratified
structure of the water column is compressed and some of the denser water is forced to recirculate.
Due to different Atlantic sources, the surfaces of the Faroe Bank and Faroe-Shetland Channels
are dissimilar. The inflow influencing the Faroe Bank Channel enters over the sill, while another
branch flows over the Wyville-Thomson Ridge and directly into the Faroe-Shetland Channel.
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Figure 3.3: Maps showing transects taken in the Faroe Bank Channel (a,d,g) together with
vertical sections of water properties with depth in June 2002 (a-c), July 2009 (d-f), and April
2015 (g-i). The white line indicates theσθ=27.8kgm−3 isopycnal, marking the interface of the
outflow water. The endpoints of the sections are indicated by the directions northwest (NW)
and southeast (SE), where the Faroese Islands are located on the northwestern and Shetland on
the southeastern sides.

As seen in Fig.3.3 the deep outflow in the Faroe Bank Channel has the hydrographical prop-
erties of -0.5≤θ≤4◦C and 34.90≤S≤35.05, which are stable over the years and identical to the
outflow upstream. Due to the temporal uniform outflow, the σθ=27.8kgm−3 isopycnal is found
at the same depth of about 550m during all three time periods sloping slightly. The upper
200m of the channel contains the maximum temperatures and salinities, which are largest in
July 2009. There was no temperature gradient in the upper 100m of the water column in April
2015 compared to the two other years, which is due to the difference in season where the highest
temperatures are found during summer. Between 200m and 400m there is a rather uniform layer,
likely a result of mixing in the channel. This layer is also seen in the chemical properties of the
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outflow, especially when examining the oxygen values (Fig.3.4). The mixed layer contained some
lower oxygen values in July 2009 compared to June 2002, while the whole water column has
seen an increase in April 2015. These oxygen variations were the same in the Faroe-Shetland
Channel. The silicate content appears the same for the time periods when considering the effect
of biological activity, while the amount of CFC-12 steadily increases between the years.

Figure 3.4: Vertical sections of water properties with depth in the Faroe Bank Channel in June
2002 (a-c), July 2009 (d-f), and April 2015 (g-i). The white line indicates the σθ=27.8kgm−3

isopycnal, marking the interface of the outflow water. The endpoints of the sections are indicated
by the directions northwest (NW) and southeast (SE), where the Faroese Islands are located on
the northwestern and Shetland on the southeastern sides.
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3.2 Temporal evolution of outflow properties

A clearer view of possible trends in the outflow is provided by separating its density range into the
three layers 27.80≤σθ<28.01kgm−3, 28.01≤σθ<28.04kgm−3, and σθ≥28.04kgm−3 (Fig.3.5??).
The first observation of the densest layerσθ≥28.04kgm−3 was in 1997, implying that no water
of this density was present in the channel before this. However, the only years containing data
before 1997 are 1982 in the Faroe-Shetland Channel and 1994 in the Faroe Bank Channel. In
addition to sparse data, observations show considerable short-term variations of water properties
[Fogelqvist et al., 2003]. Thus, water with densityσθ≥28.04kgm−3 may have been present in the
channels before 1997, but is not captured in the available data.

Generally the densest layer was the most stable in the channels, while the opposite held for
the lightest layer which is more susceptible to be influenced by overlying water masses. This
was also indicated by the large error bars for the temperature, salinity, and oxygen values in the
lightest density layer. In the Faroe-Shetland Channel (Fig.3.5), the temperatures of the different
density layers appear nearly constant with time, except for a decrease of 1◦C in 1997 for the
lightest portion of the outflow. Since the observational data before 1997 are sparse it is hard
to tell if the decrease has taken place over time or if it is a special occurrence for this specific
year. For the same density interval there was also a dip in salinity in 1997 by 0.05. Afterwards,
salinities steadily increased in the consecutive years with data. The salinity has overall increased
by 0.02 over the time period 1982-2015. The values in the densest layer decreased by 0.005
in 1997-2009 before increasing by 0.01 from 2009 to 2015. The same increase is seen in the
middle density interval, which previously fluctuated around 34.895. However, these trends may
be just fluctuations since no trend analysis was performed for validation. On the other hand,
the temporal evolution is based on yearly mean values which could provide some indication of
trends in properties.

Figure 3.5: Mean values and their standard deviations for hydrochemical properties of the three
outflow density layers 27.80≤σθ<28.01kgm−3 (blue data), 28.01≤σθ<28.04kgm−3 (red data),
and σθ≥28.04kgm−3 (yellow data) in the Faroe-Shetland Channel during the time period 1982-
2015.
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The amount of oxygen contained within a water mass also depends on how recently it has been
ventilated. Since deep waters generally have a lower oxygen content than intermediate water, the
variations of oxygen content in the outflow may indicate the presence of different water masses
or interchanging influence by source waters. The mean oxygen content of the lighter outflow
decreased over the 30 years. The middle layer had a rise in 1997 before decreasing over the next
12 years, to be followed by a similar spike in 2015. A parallel increase in 2015 is seen for the
densest interval, which appear stable before this. Similar values and behavior of the densest and
middle layer may indicate a homogenization of the two. Temporal evolution of CFC-12 mean
values indicate a positive trend for the overall outflow, with the general largest increase of CFC-
12 from 2009 to 2015. There is a 20 year gap in the silicate data so there is no distinguishable
trends. There is a rise for the middle density interval in 2009 and together with a minimum in
oxygen content, could indicate an increased influence of deep water.

Figure 3.6: Mean values and their standard deviations for hydrochemical properties of the three
outflow density layers 27.80≤σθ¡28.01kgm−3 (blue data), 28.01≤σθ¡28.04kgm−3 (red data), and
σθ≥28.04kgm−3 (green data) in the Faroe Bank Channel during the time period 1982-2015.

Generally in the Faroe Bank Channel the temperature and salinity increased over the time
period 1997-2015 (Fig.??). The lightest density interval saw a considerable increase from 2009
to 2015 in both. This indicates an increased influence of Atlantic water in this portion of the
outflow, and likely due to different Atlantic sources this change was not reflected in the Faroe-
Shetland Channel. However, there was a similar dip in temperature and salinity in the lightest
layer in 1997 at both locations. The two densest layers saw an increase in oxygen content from
2009 to 2015 similar to the Faroe-Shetland Channel, but smaller. The lightest layer decreased
over the time period 1997-2015, which was the same as observed upstream. The oxygen values
in 2009 were similar in the three layers. There was a trend of increasing CFC-12 in the outflow
for all three density layers, but the overall content was smaller compared to the Faroe-Shetland
Channel. In 1997 the data did not include silicate, but from 2002 to 2015 the amount increased
in the middle density interval while it decreased in the two other intervals. Similar behavior and
parameter values growing closer towards the end of the time period suggests homogenization
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between the two denser layers. Similar trends in the Faroe-Shetland and Faroe Bank Channel
validate that some water found upstream finds its way towards the sill instead of recirculating
or outflowing the Wyville-Thomson Ridge.

3.3 Source waters contributing to outflow in June 2002

The initial analysis was run with the source waters in closest proximity of the Faroese Channels:
MNAW, MEIW, NSAIW, and NSDW (Fig.3.7). The mixing lines between the four include all
observational data within their spanned parameter space in the TS-diagram, and nearly all are
included when looking at oxygen and silicate as well. This is reflected in the mass conservation,
where there is almost no residual for densities exceedingσθ=28kgm−3.There is some residual
forσθ=28.04kgm−3 and increasing residuals for σθ≤28.01kgm−3. For all observational data to
be contained in the spanned parameter space by oxygen and silicate values, an additional source
water must be included in the analysis.

Figure 3.7: The observed data (blue diamonds) of outflow water (σθ≥27.8kgm−3) in the Faroe-
Shetland Channel in June 2002 plotted in salinity against potential temperature in a) with
isopycnals (gray lines) and mixing lines (gray dashed lines), and in silicate against oxygen in
b) including mixing lines. The mean values for the source waters MNAW, MEIW, NSDW, and
NSAIW (black diamonds) are indicated. The resulting mass conservation residual of fit vs.
density of an extended OMP analysis is shown in c).

Both ISAIW and GSAIW include more of the observed data in their spanned parameter
space (Fig.3.8). The mass conservation residuals in the density range 28.01kgm-3 improve,
with lower values. However, the residuals in the remaining layer deteriorates, especially for the
density interval 28.04≤σθ≤28.06kgm−3. The two different source water combinations produce a
similar pattern of residuals, but the GSAIW give some higher values at densities in the intervals
28.04≤σθ≤28.06kgm−3 and σθ≤28.01kgm−3. This suggests that a combination including ISAIW
is preferred over GSAIW. Mass conservation residuals with ISAIW indicate that a source water
describing the water in the density range 28.04≤σθ≤28.06kgm−3 is missing from the composition.
For the OMP analysis to be able to resolve the source water matrix the maximum number of
source waters to include have already been reached. After having tested different source water
combinations, NSAIW proved to be causing the increased residuals atσθ=28.04kgm−3.
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Figure 3.8: The observed data (blue diamonds) of outflow water (σθ≥27.8kgm−3) in the Faroe-
Shetland Channel in June 2002 plotted in salinity against potential temperature in a) and d)
with isopycnals (gray lines) and mixing lines (gray dashed lines), and in silicate against oxygen in
b) and e) including mixing lines. The mean values for the source waters MNAW, MEIW, NSDW,
ISAIW, GSAIW, and NSAIW (black diamonds) are indicated. The resulting mass conservation
residual of fit vs. density of the extended OMP analyses are shown in c) and f).

Since NSAIW is influenced by ISAIW and GSAIW [Blindheim, 1990; Jeansson and Jutter-
ström, 2017], exchanging it for the two seems reasonable. OMP analyses were also performed
with either ISAIW or GSAIW, but the source water combination with GSAIW yielded neg-
ative mass conservation residuals which is a mathematically unsatisfied solution. Results for
the combinations ISAIW together with GSAIW and only ISAIW are displayed in Fig.3.9. The
combination with ISAIW and GSAIW gave low residuals, but little water of the outflow is fully
explained by this solution of source waters. Only including ISAIW produced near zero residuals
over the whole density layer, with the highest value of 0.01% at density σθ=27.84kgm−3.
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Figure 3.9: The observed data (blue diamonds) of outflow water (σθ≥27.8kgm−3) in the Faroe-
Shetland Channel in June 2002 plotted in salinity against potential temperature in a) and d)
with isopycnals (gray lines) and mixing lines (gray dashed lines), and in silicate against oxygen
in b) and e) including mixing lines. The mean values for the source waters MNAW, MEIW,
NSDW, ISAIW, and GSAIW (black diamonds) are indicated. The resulting mass conservation
residual of fit vs. density of the extended OMP analyses are shown in c) and f).

It is reasonable to assume that waters originating from the Norwegian Sea may be found in the
Faorese Channels since they are adjoining regions. By excluding these waters from the analysis,
however, another outflow composition may be discovered consisting of waters from distant source
regions. Provided there is no difference analytically between the two compositions, it is more
realistic finding Norwegian water in the channel. If the remote source waters yield better results
on the other hand, the composition of the outflow is up for discussion.

Three source water combinations were tested which should replace NSDW; intermediate wa-
ter from the Iceland Sea together with either deep water from the same region or from the
Greenland Sea, as well as intermediate and deep water from the Greenland Sea. Since NSDW
is influenced by water found in the Greenland Sea [Aagaard et al., 1985; Swift and Koltermann,
1988; Blindheim and Rey, 2004], the latter alternative was included even though intermediate
water from the Iceland Sea shows better prospects. The three combinations of source waters
spans similar TS-spaces (Fig.3.10). With silicate against oxygen, all data points are encircled
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when including ISDW while some fall outside when selecting GSDW. When selecting water from
the Iceland Sea the mass conservation residuals increase for densities exceedingeσθ=28.05kgm−3,
indicating that this water is not fully described by deep water originating from the Iceland Sea.
Including intermediate and deep water from the Greenland Sea, there are some residuals for
lighter densities than σθ=28.06kgm−3. The best option appears to be the source water combi-
nation with intermediate water from the Iceland Sea and deep water from the Greenland Sea.
Even though this solution does not include all observed silicate and oxygen data in the spanned
parameter space, the mass conservation residuals are the lowest of the three combinations.

Adding GSAIW with a density range 28.04≤σθ≤28.06kgm−3 to the source water combination
with Greenland Sea deep water and Iceland Sea intermediate water is unnecessary, since the
water with these densities are mostly explained. A test run produced higher mass conservation
residuals.

Figure 3.10: The observed data (blue diamonds) of outflow water (σθ≥27.8kgm−3) in the Faroe-
Shetland Channel in June 2002 plotted in salinity against potential temperature in a), d), and
g) with isopycnals (gray lines) and mixing lines (gray dashed lines), and in silicate against
oxygen in b), e), and h) including mixing lines. The mean values for the source waters MNAW,
MEIW, ISAIW, GSAIW, ISDW, and GSDW (black diamonds) are indicated. The resulting mass
conservation residual of fit vs. density of the extended OMP analyses are shown in c), f), and i).

The two best source water solutions of the Faroe-Shetland outflow are MNAW, MEIW, and
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ISAIW, together with either NSDW or GSDW. A comparison between the mass conservation
residuals of the two combinations reveal lower values for NSDW. To find NSDW in the Faroese
Channels is more realistic as well since the channel network is connected to the Norwegian Sea,
while the Greenland Sea is a more distant region. Thus, the source water solution of the deep
outflow in the Faroe-Shetland Channel in June 2002 consists of MNAW, MEIW, ISAIW, and
NSDW.

The Faroe Bank Channel is located downstream of the Faroe-Shetland Channel when follow-
ing the direction of outflow. The source waters of the outflow upstream are expected to be found
downstream. Since the Faroe Bank channel is shallower, some of the deeper water may recir-
culate between the two locations. This could produce dissimilarities between the two locations.
Performing an analysis on the observed data in Faroe Bank Channel with the source water com-
bination MNAW, MEIW, ISAIW, and NSDW found in the Faroe-Shetland Channel produced
the results in Fig.3.11. The mixing lines in both property-diagrams enclose all data points and
corresponding the mass conservation residuals are low. Thus, this source water composition also
applies well for the Faroe Bank Channel outflow in June 2002.
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Figure 3.11: The observed data (blue diamonds) of outflow water (σθ≥27.8kgm−3) in the Faroe
Bank Channel in June 2002 plotted in salinity against potential temperature in a) with isopycnals
(gray lines) and mixing lines (gray dashed lines), and in silicate against oxygen in b) including
mixing lines. The mean values for the source waters MNAW, MEIW, ISAIW, and NSDW (black
diamonds) are indicated. The resulting mass conservation residual of fit vs. density of the
extended OMP analysis is shown in c).

3.4 Temporal variation in overflow composition

Having determined the composition of the outflow in June 2002, it is time to investigate its
temporal evolution by analysing the outflows in July 2009 and April 2015 using the same source
water solution. The same definitions of the source waters derived from 2002 are used for the
further analyses. Any increase in mass conservation residuals will indicate changes in source
water properties or composition.

The results from the OMP analyses of the outflow in the Faroese Channels in July 2009 are
shown in Fig.3.12. The observational data is similar to the observations from June 2002, and
is located within the mixing lines between the source waters in both property-diagrams. The
resulting mass conservation residuals are even lower than in 2002, for both the Faroe-Shetland
and Faroe Bank Channels. Notice that ISAIW is not included in the source water solution for
the Faroe Bank outflow, since this produced negative mass conservation residuals. It appears
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the observational data can be described using only the three remaining source waters. The same
source water combination found for the Faroese outflow in June 2002 is still a nice fit for the
outflow in July 2009.

Figure 3.12: The observed data of outflow water (σθ≥27.8kgm−3) in the Faroe-Shetland Channel
(dark blue diamonds in a-c) and Faroe Bank Channel (light blue diamonds in d-f) in July 2009.
The data is plotted in salinity against potential temperature in a) and d) with isopycnals (gray
lines) and mixing lines (gray dashed lines), and in silicate against oxygen in b) and e) including
mixing lines. The mean values for the source waters MNAW, MEIW, ISAIW, and NSDW (black
diamonds) are indicated. The resulting mass conservation residual of fit vs. density of the
extended OMP analyses are shown in c) and f).

In April 2015 the hydrochemical nearly all observational data is still encircled by the mixing
lines spanned out by MNAW, MEIW, ISAIW, and NSDW (Fig.3.13). One data point falls
outside the spanned silicate-oxygen space in the Faroe-Shetland Channel, while one data point
is left outside the mixing lines in the TS-diagram in the Faroe Bank Channel. The outflow water
should by the looks of the parameter spaces continue to be well described by the source water
combination. Compared to the two previous time periods, the mass conservation residuals have
increased. The residuals are the largest for the densities(σθ≥28.05kgm−3) in both channels.
Little water appears to be well described by the provided source water solution, except for
some data in the density interval 28.01≤σθ≤28.05kgm−3 in the Faroe-Shetland Channel. Most
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of the outflow was fully resolved using the same source waters in June 2002 and July 2009.
Enlarged residuals indicate that the outflow composition and/or the source water properties
have undergone a change in April 2015. Note that April 2015 is a different season compared to
June 2002 and July 2009, which may have an effect on the outflow.

Figure 3.13: The observed data of outflow water (σθ≥27.8kgm−3) in the Faroe-Shetland Channel
(dark blue diamonds in a-c) and Faroe Bank Channel (light blue diamonds in d-f) in April 2015.
The data is plotted in salinity against potential temperature in a) and d) with isopycnals (gray
lines) and mixing lines (gray dashed lines), and in silicate against oxygen in b) and e) including
mixing lines. The mean values for the source waters MNAW, MEIW, ISAIW, and NSDW (black
diamonds) are indicated. The resulting mass conservation residual of fit vs. density of the
extended OMP analyses are shown in c) and f).

3.5 Vertical distribution of the source water fractions

Source water fractions are displayed in vertical sections in the Faroe-Shetland Channel for June
2002, July 2009, and April 2015 in Fig.3.14, together with the respective mass conservation
residual of fit. The residuals in 2002 and 2009 were low as previously established, while high
residuals were found at depth in April 2015. The influence of MNAW was restricted to the upper
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part of the outflow in all three sections, with the largest amount found in July 2009. Located at
the bottom of the channel was the NSDW, with an additional core at about 700m depth in June
2002. This specific section had the steepest sloping isopycnal, reaching up to a depth of 450m.
If the outflow was forced towards the slope, this could allow NSDW to be located at shallower
depths. The largest portion of ISAIW was situated between the MNAW and NSDW, with almost
no amount detected in the channel in April 2015. Fractions of MEIW were identified mostly in
the upper part of the outflow, at same depths as MNAW. However, the amount of MEIW present
in the channel in April 2015 increased and the source water was present throughout the outflow.
The increase in MEIW could be related to the decrease in ISAIW in April 2015.

Downstream in the Faroe Bank Channel the general picture was the same as in the Faroe-
Shetland Channel (Fig.3.15).The mass conservation residuals were low with higher values in
April 2015. The presence of MNAW was evident in the upper part of the outflow, although
with a deeper penetration than upstream. Amounts of NSDW could here be found throughout
the outflow, but with largest contributions at the bottom. This indicated that a mixing of the
outflow occurred between the Faroe-Shetland and Faroe Bank Channels. In addition, the depth
between the two sites decrease and some recirculation of the denser water is expected. Since
NSDW was still present in the Faroe Bank Channel, it indicated that not all of the denser water
mass was forced to recirculate upon moving downstream. Some fraction of ISAIW were found
throughout the outflow in June 2002, while no presence was resolved in July 2009. In April 2015
the ISAIW appeared in a band at about 650m depth, with small fractions at the bottom of the
channel as well. MEIW was situated at all depths in the outflow in all three sections, with an
increased contribution in July 2009. This was likely a result of the absence of ISAIW.

3.6 Temporal variation in source water fractions

The contribution of each source water to the total outflow composition is difficult to estimate
from their vertical distributions. The total source water fractions of the outflow compositions
in both the Faroe-Shetland and Faroe Bank Channels in June 2002, July 2009, and April 2015
are shown in Fig.3.16. The primary component of the outflow were NSDW for both the Faroe-
Shetland and Faroe Bank Channels for the three time periods. The source water fractions were
similar between the two locations in June 2002, with a slightly enhanced amount of MNAW
downstream. In July 2009 there was a decrease in the amount of NSDW in the Faroe-Shetland
Channel, which was replaced by ISAIW. It should be noted that the analysis of the Faroe Bank
Channel in July 2009 did not resolve any realistic solution when ISAIW was included. However,
MEIW intermixes with water from the Iceland Sea when it is transported with the East Icelandic
Current. If the fraction of MEIW may represent all water with Icelandic influence, the amount
of MEIW found in the Faroe Bank Channel was reduced compared to the summed fractions of
MEIW and ISAIW in the Faroe-Shetland Channel in 2009. The source water fractions in April
2015 were similar between the two locations, with a somewhat reduced amount of MEIW and
enhanced portion of MNAW in the Faroe Bank Channel. A presence of ISAIW was detected
both upstream and downstream in 2015, but the amount could be considered negligible.

Separating the outflow into the same three density layers as earlier gives an indication of
the variations within the outflow. In the Faroe-Shetland Channel the fractions of the lightest
source waters MNAW and MEIW naturally decreased for increasing densities, while the dense
NSDW increased (Fig.3.17). In the lightest part of the outflow the source waters ISAIW and
MEIW with Icelandic origin were the largest components. This shifted in the middle layer, where
presence of NSDW dominated with further enhanced fractions in the densest layer. In June 2002
and July 2009 the fraction of ISAIW stood out as the second most influential in two deeper
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density intervals. This changed in April 2015, which had only small contributions of ISAIW.
MEIW seemed to replace ISAIW as the second largest component in the outflow this month.
The amount of MEIW still decreased for increasing densities as before, but due to an enlarged
presence the deepest interval contained 25% of MEIW compared to 5% in 2002 and 2009. The
general distribution of source water fractions in the Faroe Bank Channel was similar to the
Faroe-Shetland Channel (Fig.3.18). The influence of MNAW was greatest at low densities and
NSDW at high densities. The fractions of ISAIW and MEIW generally decreased throughout
the outflow moving downstream, while the amount of MNAW increased. The bulk of ISAIW
in July 2009 observed upstream, has here been replaced by MEIW. This is possibly an artefact
produced by the analysis, since there is no obvious reason why ISAIW should disappear moving
downstream. A homogenization between MEIW and ISAIW as they flow toward the Faroe Bank
Channel could have made it difficult for the analysis to distinguish ISAIW.
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Figure 3.14: Mass conservation residual of fit of the source water composition MNAW, MEIW,
NSDW, and ISAIW for outflow water (σθ≥27.8kgm−3) in the Faroe-Shetland Channel, together
with source water fractions in vertical sections of June 2002 (a-e), July 2009 (f-j), and April 2015
(k-o).
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Figure 3.15: Mass conservation residual of fit of the source water composition MNAW, MEIW,
NSDW, and ISAIW for outflow water (σθ≥27.8kgm−3) in the Faroe Bank Channel, together
with source water fractions in vertical sections for June 2002 (a-e), July 2009 (f-i), and April
2015 (j-n).
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Figure 3.16: Source water fractions of the outflow water (σθ≥27.8kgm−3) in the Faroe-Shetland
and Faroe Bank Channels in June 2002, July 2009, and April 2015. The percentages of the
source waters MNAW (red), MEIW (purple), ISAIW (yellow), and NSDW (blue) rounded off
and given.
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Figure 3.17: Source water fractions of the three outflow density layers separated into
the three density layers 27.80≤σθ<28.01kgm−3 (top), 28.01≤σθ<28.04kgm−3 (middle), and
σθ≥28.04kgm−3 (bottom) in the Faroe-Shetland Channel in June 2002, July 2009, and April
2015. The percentages of the source waters MNAW (red), MEIW (purple), ISAIW (yellow), and
NSDW (blue) are rounded off and given.
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Figure 3.18: Source water fractions of the three outflow density layers separated into
the three density layers 27.80≤σθ<28.01kgm−3 (top), 28.01≤σθ<28.04kgm−3 (middle), and
σθ≥28.04kgm−3 (bottom) in the Faroe Bank Channel in June 2002, July 2009, and April 2015.
The percentages of the source waters MNAW (red), MEIW (purple), ISAIW (yellow), and NSDW
(blue) are rounded off and given.
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Chapter 4

Discussion

While the general structure is conserved, the water properties change between the Faroe-Shetland
and Faroe Bank Channels. Moving downstream, the steep gradients across the outflow interface
are compressed with a 300m thick well-mixed layer overhead. This homogeneous layer is observed
for all three time periods, indicating work done by stable processes. Mixing, entrainment, and
recirculation are processes which may produce such a layer, and have been discussed to take
place between the Faroe-Shetland Channel and the Faroe Bank sill [Mauritzen et al., 2005].
Current shear from an opposite flow direction at the surface and bottom of the channels induce
mixing in the interior. Mauritzen et al. (2005) theorizes that intense mixing in the channel is
due to resonance with tidal induced internal waves. A decreasing water column depth moving
downstream from the Faroe-Shetland Channel towards the sill implies recirculation of the deepest
water. The importance of the individual processes are disagreed upon. Discontinuities in the
properties of MEIW between the Faroe-Shetland and Faroe Bank Channel, lead Turrell et al.
(1999) to assume that recirculation takes place in the Faroe-Shetland Channel. On the other
hand, Saunders (1990) considered the MEIW to follow the channel and be strongly altered by
mixing. Examining the importance of the individual processes is beyond the scope of this thesis,
but a result of mixing between the two sites is observed.

The outflow wate (σθ≥27.8kgm−3) in the Faroese Channels is well described by NSDW,
ISAIW, MEIW, and MNAW, or a combination thereof, for the three months June 2002, July
2009, and April 2015. Previous studies all agreed on NSAIW as one of the contributing water
sources. However, NSAIW is influenced by both GSAIW and ISAIW, and of the two it seems
more likely to observe ISAIW in the channel system since the East Icelandic Current brings it
to the entrance.

Different inflows of Atlantic water in the Faroe-Shetland and Faroe Bank Channels cause
dissimilarities between the two locations. The lightest layer of the outflow which is most sus-
ceptible to be influenced by the Atlantic surface water, saw a clear increase in both temperature
and salinity in the Faroe Bank Channel in April 2015 with only a steady salinity increase in the
Faroe-Shetland Channel. The general Atlantic inflow to the Nordic Seas have seen a warming
and salinification since the 1990s [Holliday et al., 2008]. Hansen et al. (2015) established that
the Atlantic transport increased from 1993 to 2013. An increased transport could explain the
increased Atlantic influence found in the Faroe Bank Channel, which is more directly influenced
by the Atlantic inflow crossing the Iceland-Faroe Ridge. The change in season between the
2002/2009 and 2015 data, would give lower surface temperatures in spring whereas the lightest
part of the outflow experience a 1circc temperature increase. Source water fractions further
indicate an increased contribution of Atlantic water at the site.
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An increase in oxygen content in April 2015 is evident in the outflow water in vertical sections
of both the Faroe-Shetland and Faroe Bank Channels. Enhanced values are reflected in the tem-
poral evolution of the water properties for the two denser outflow layers, indicating the presence
of a source water with densities σθ≥27.8kgm−3 with high oxygen content. The source water
fractions in 2015 reveal a near absence of ISAIW, which previously has been quite influential.
It is replaced by an increased fraction of MEIW, which is defined with a mean temperature of
1.78◦C and mean salinity of 34.81. This should have induced a warming and freshening of the
denser layers of the outflow, where a slight warming and a salinification is observed. Increased
mass conservation residuals further imply contribution from a source water not included in the
analysis, even though the criteria for a valid solution is satisfied by low residual values. Possible
candidates are NSAIW and GSAIW, which have similar mean temperatures and salinities to
the observed values in the denser layers of the outflow. With the source water definitions from
2002, the best fit appears to be GSAIW with its high oxygen content. This would demonstrate
a variation in the outflow composition and mean that the supply of water to the channel is not
constant, due to interchanging processes taking place in the Nordic Seas.

A high fraction of NSDW at about 700m depth in 2002 could have been elevated to this
position by strong flow, indicated by a steep sloping isopycnal. Another possible explanation is
the creation of an artefact by the analysis. If the water at this location has characteristics which
fall outside the mixing of the selected source waters, the analysis will fill in what is missing with
a fraction of source water which might physically make little sense. However, all observed data is
encircled by the source waters selected for the analysis. Thus, NSDW has likely been misplaced
by forcing in this case, even though it is expected to be confined to the bottom of the channels.

The contribution of ISAIW to the Faroese outflow in 2009 appear to vanish between the Faroe-
Shetland and Faroe Bank Channels. Partly recirculation in intermediate waters can be expected
[Turrell et al., 1999], as the water column compresses toward the Faroe Bank Channel. With
intense mixing between MEIW and ISAIW, these could have been homogenized and made them
inseparable to the analysis. Inspecting the parameter space, the observed data in the Faroe Bank
Channel is spanned by just including MEIW, NSDW, and MNAW in the composition, without
any influence by ISAIW on MEIW. Without any physical explanation to why ISAIW disappear
between the two locations, it seems probable that the analysis provide an unrealistic solution to
the outflow composition in the Faroe Bank Channel in 2009. MEIW and ISAIW are the two
source waters with the highest deviations in definitions, likely influenced by local variability in
forcing and season in the Iceland Sea.

The fractions of source waters overall and in the respective density layers of the Faroese
outflow appear fairly stable between 2002, 2009, and 2015. No clear temporal variation or
trends in source water fractions imply a reliable result. Larger variation would indicate larger
uncertainties. NSDW is observed throughout the overflow layers and is the dominating source
water in the deeper parts (>50%), considering both temporal and spatial evolution. With a
fraction ranging between 42% to 59% in the channels, there are no evident signs of reducing
deep water formation in the Nordic Seas which could affect the AMOC. However, the deep water
reservoirs would take some time to drain in the event of a shutdown. This would reduce deep
water layers and consequently bring the interface below the mouth of the Faroese Channels,
inhibiting deep water entering. Then there should be signs ofdeep water decline in the temporal
variability of the overflow if the deep water basins were being drained. Turrell et al. (1999)
found the deep water in the Faroe-Shetland Channel to compose of 60% NSDW during the time
period 1970-1985, while the fraction decreased to 40% during the years 1990 to 1995. With 42-
57% contribution of NSDW in the Faroe-Shetland Channel, it seems to be the other way around
with an increased deep water supply to the channels. However, these values originate from
snapshots of the channel at specific times, while Turrell et al. (1999) extracted their fractions
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from long observation periods. A direct comparison may therefore not be justifiable, but the
values presented here could give an indication of a re-established fractions of NSDW.

4.1 Uncertainties

The observational data for the period 2002-2015 are sparse, with only three transects taken in
each of the Faroese Channels. Due to seasonal variability, interannual studies should ideally be
chosen for the same month [Holliday, 2008]. There was no opportunity presented for an optimal
interannual comparison as the observations were made during three different months and at
changing locations. Thus, any trends in water properties derived from these measurements are
with some uncertainty.

Errors in the OMP analysis are related to seasonal and interannual variability, source water
definitions, and data measurements. With the potential of many water masses compressed into
the water column of the Faroese Channels, the analysis might not have resolved the correct
composition. With source regions in the Nordic Seas closely grouped, the source waters interact
and could prove difficult to isolate for definitions. Little observational data is provided to define
MEIW, resulting in high standard deviations and introducing error to the analysis as it appears
to be an important contributor to the outflow composition.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

Changes were observed in water column properties between the Faroe-Shetland and Faroe Bank
Channel, influenced by the difference in Atlantic inflows and by mixing processes between the
two location. There was a clear seasonal shift between 2002/2009 and 2015 in the surface of
channels. Despite temporal and spatial variations, the composition of the deep outflow in the
Faroese Channels could be described by NSDW, ISAIW, MEIW, and MNAW in all periods
with data; June 2002, July 2009, and April 2015. From available observations, the outflow in
the Faroese Channels increased in salinity and increased slightly in temperature in the Faroe
Bank Channel. Source water fractions revealed an increased Atlantic influence in the Faroe
Bank Channel. A near absence of ISAIW in 2015 in both channels together with increased mass
conservation residuals and enhanced oxygen content indicate the presence of another source
water. With a variable outflow composition, the water from the Nordic Seas could play a crucial
part in the changes of AMOC. However, source water fractions provide no evidence of a declining
contribution of deep waters to the Faroese outflow, suggesting a stable supply of dense water
through the Faroese Channels to the North Atlantic Ocean.
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